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a b s t r a c t
Mathematical expressions in tabular form (also called ‘‘tabular expressions’’ or ‘‘tables’’)
have been shown to be useful for documenting and analysing software systems. They
are usually easier to read than conventional mathematical expressions but are no
less precise. They can be used wherever mathematical expressions are used. To avoid
misunderstandings, and to support users with trustworthy tools, the meaning of these
expressions must be fully defined.
This paper presents a new method for defining the meaning of tabular expressions.
Each definition of an expression type names the expression’s constituents, and provides
a restriction schema and one or more evaluation schemas. The restriction schema defines
the class ofwell-formed expressions of the type. An evaluation schemamaps awell-formed
tabular expression of the type to a mathematical expression of a previously defined type.
Since the meaning of conventional mathematical expressions is well known, describing an
equivalent expression fully defines the meaning of a tabular expression.
In this approach, indexation is used to decouple the appearance of a tabular expression
from its semantics. A tabular expression is an indexed set of grids; a grid is an indexed set
of expressions. The expressions in a grid can be either conventional expressions or tabular
expressions of a previously defined type.
Defining themeaning of a tabular expression in this way facilitates the building of tools
that faithfully implement the semantics. The decoupling of syntax and semantics bymeans
of indices overcomes some limitations of older approaches.
The method presented in the paper is illustrated by defining several previously known
types of tabular expressions and some new ones. The use of the newmodel to build a suite
of tools for the input, presentation, validation, evaluation, simplification, conversion and
composition of tabular expressions is discussed.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and motivation
Over a period of more than 30 years, practical projects such as those described in [8–10,17,34,7] have shown that
writing mathematical expressions in tabular form makes it possible to prepare precise reference documents that are of
great practical value to software developers. A mathematical description of the contents of the documents that we consider
essential for most software projects can be found in [23].
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Mathematical expressions in tabular form1 maintain the precision of mathematics but are often more readable
and convenient (easy to use) than traditional mathematical notation. Tabular expressions have been used in software
requirements documentation [9,7,21,22], software component interface documentation [25,26,30], component internal
design documentation, and program-function documentation [21,20]. They have been used on both small research examples
and industrial and military applications. In all of these applications, tabular expressions made it easier for:
• writers to organize information,
• reviewers to check the document’s completeness, consistency and accuracy, and
• developers and maintainers to find specific items of information.
Project experience has demonstrated that this approach ‘‘scales up’’, allowing the behaviour of complex systems to be
completely and precisely documented in an accessible and comprehensible way.
Tables have a long history as a way of organizing information [35]. Traditional tables contain numerical constants or
natural-language text.
More recently, tables of mathematical expressions have been used as spreadsheets, arrays of conventional expressions
which, when evaluated, yield arrays of constants.
The tabular expressions discussed in this paper are a different generalization of traditional tables. As in spreadsheets,
the entries are not restricted to constants, but may be arbitrary mathematical expressions. Unlike spreadsheets, the whole
table is interpreted as a singlemathematical expression;when evaluated, that expression yields a single value. Conventional
mathematical expressions are a special case of the tabular expressions described in this paper; spreadsheets are not. The
tabular expressions described in this paper could be used in the cells of spreadsheets and anywhere that conventional
expressions are used.
The strongest statements disparaging the value of tabular expressions have come from computer scientists who argue
(quite correctly) that there is no theoretical advantage to the format. In theory, there is nothing that we can do using tabular
expressions that could not be done using older formats. However, in practice, people are able to do much more with tabular
expressions than they canwith conventional expressions. In otherwords, the advantages of tabular expressions are practical,
not theoretical.
Experience with both practitioners and students has shown that, with the tabular format, both readers and writers
make fewer mistakes. Moreover, both reading and writing a tabular expression are usually faster than reading or writing
equivalent conventional expressions. The tabular format makes the expressions more approachable and more acceptable
to their intended users. These benefits accrue because a tabular expression replaces a complex conventional mathematical
expression with a clearly structured set of much simpler expressions. In effect, the tabular format parses the conventional
expression for the users.
In the earliest known use of tabular expressions in a software development project [8], tabular forms of expressions
were viewed as a tool, not as the subject of research. The developers took advantage of their intuitive meaning and worked
without a precise definition. Themeaning of a tabular expression often seems quite obvious; inmany cases, there is no doubt
about their semantics. However, occasionally there is some doubt and disagreement either about what may be written in
these expressions (syntax) or what an expression means (semantics). These rare, but real, practical difficulties motivated
many efforts to define their syntax and semantics [1,3,11–13,15,18,19].
Another motivation for efforts to define the semantics of tabular expressions is the need to build better support
tools. Early users used standard word-processors to produce documents with tabular expressions; as practical experience
accumulated, it became clear that too much of time was spent doing things that could, and should, be mechanized.
Mechanization of such aspects as formatting, syntax checks, and some semantic checks would allow developers to do the
remaining, more creative, work better. A full definition of the syntax and semantics is needed for safe mechanization.
This paper makes two distinct contributions:
• It provides a way to define the meaning of tabular expressions that is more flexible than earlier ones and is a good basis
for building tools that can support the use of those expressions.
• To exhibit the flexibility of the new approach, this paper defines several new types of tabular expressions; we believe
that these table types, and others like them, can be useful tools for developers and documenters.
This paper is not intended as an introduction to tabular expressions or as a demonstration of their usefulness. A basic
introduction to the concepts can be found in [14]. Evidence of the usefulness of tabular expressions can be found in many
papers on practical applications; many are cited at the end of this paper. Readers who need to be convinced that tabular
expressions are useful are advised to read those papers.
This paper is intended for readers who are interested in how the meaning of tabular expressions can be defined and for
those who are interested in building support tools for users of this notation. This paper is structured as follows:
• After a summary of our method, we provide definitions of some classic mathematical concepts that are used extensively
in the paper.
• After an informal illustration of our approach, we provide formal definitions of a number of previously known and new
types of tabular expressions.
1 Readers who have never seen such an expression can find an example in Section 5.
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• This is followed by a description of support tools that could be built using the approach presented in this paper.
• Following a brief description of earlier approaches, there is a discussion of future work.
2. An overview
Our approach differs from earliermethods for defining the semantics of tabular expressions in several fundamentalways.
A brief review of the earlier methods is given at the end of this paper. The advantages of our approach are as follows.
• Taking advantage of the fact that tabular expressions are equivalent in theoretical expressive power to conventional
expressions allows us to define tabular expressions by giving equivalent conventional expressions.
• Weare able to separate the issue of semantics from the issue of layout. This allows people or tools that format expressions
the freedom to choose a convenient layout without inadvertently changing the meaning of an expression. As discussed
in Section 9, this simplifies the construction of expressions and tool building.
• We are not restricted to tables with rectangular grids. This allows us to present expressions in a way that is meaningful
to potential users and is especially useful in requirements documentation.
The key ideas in our approach are:
• A tabular expression is defined as an indexed-set2 of grids.
• A grid is defined as an indexed-set of expressions.
• An expression in a grid can be a tabular expression or a conventional expression.
• The meaning of each type of tabular expression is defined by two schemas. To determine the meaning of a particular
tabular expression, the schemas are transformed into expressions of previously defined types by replacing constituent
identifiers that appear in the schemas with the corresponding constituents of the actual expression.
– One of the resulting expressions, the evaluation term, defines the value of the tabular expression.
– The other expression is a predicate expression thatwill characterize the set ofwell-formed expressions of a table-type.
3. Preliminaries
This paper applies some classical mathematical concepts (concepts found in widely used textbooks such as [5,16]). This
section contains concise definitions for those concepts. It is intended to facilitate a review of known concepts. Readers who
find the concepts unfamiliar or difficult are advised to consult [5,16] or similar texts. Even readers who are familiar with the
concepts should note our definitions, as mathematics texts sometimes differ in notation and terminology.
3.1. Use of ellipsis
• {m, . . . , n}, wherem and n are integers, denotes {i|integer(i) ∧m ≤ i ≤ n}.
• {vm, . . . , vn}, wherem and n are integers, denotes {vi|integer(i) ∧m ≤ i ≤ n}.
3.2. Indexed-sets
An indexed-set3 is a triple (I, X, f )where I and X are finite sets and f is a function defined from I to X .
• The sets X and I can be of any type.
• The domain of the function f , I , is called the index-set; an element of I is called an index.
• If S is an indexed-set, (I, X, f ), then IndexSet(S) def= I .
• If K is the indexed-set (I, X, f ) and i ∈ I , either K [i] or Ki can be used to represent f (i); the choice should be based on
readability considerations.
3.3. N-tuples
‘‘x1, x2, . . . , xn’’ denotes a sequence of n elements known as an n-tuple. If n = 2, wemay call the 2-tuple a pair. A 3-tuple
can be called a triple.
Parentheses are used to show structure of an n-tuple by delineating the start and end of a sequence and are not part of
the n-tuple. Extra parentheses surrounding a sequence may be used for readability but do not change the meaning. Thus:
• If X denotes x1, x2, . . . , xn, then X , y denotes x1, x2, . . . , xn, y.• If X denotes x1, x2, . . . , xn, then (X), y denotes (x1, x2, . . . , xn), y, i.e. a pair.• If X denotes a, b, c and Y denotes d, e, f , then both X, Y and (X, Y ) denote a, b, c, d, e, f .
• If X denotes a, b, c and Y denotes d, e, f , then (X), (Y ) and ((X), (Y )) denote ((a, b, c), (d, e, f )), or (a, b, c), (d, e, f ) i.e. a
pair of triples.
2 This term and other classical mathematical terms are defined in the next section.
3 The set being indexed (the range of f ) is sometimes referred to as the ‘‘indexed set’’. Note the lack of hyphen! ‘‘Indexed-set’’ refers to thewhole structure
(I, X, F ).
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• ((x1, x2, . . . , xn), y) denotes a 2-tuple (pair); the first element of that pair is an n-tuple and the second element is a single
element.
• (x1, x2, . . . , xn, y) denotes an n+1-tuple.• ((x1, x2, . . . , xn), (y1, y2, . . . , yn)) denotes a 2-tuple; both elements of this pair are n-tuples.• ((x1, x2, . . . , xn), y1, y2, . . . , yn−1) denotes an n-tuple, the first element of which is itself an n-tuple.
3.4. Cartesian products
• The Cartesian Product of n sets S1, S2, . . . , Sn, ‘‘S1 × S2 × · · · × Sn’’, is the set of n-tuples
{x1, x2, . . . , xn|(∀i, xi ∈ Si)}.
• If a ∈ A1 × · · · × An then ai denotes the ith element of a, ai is a member of Ai.
3.5. Conventional expressions
This paper defines the meaning of a tabular expression assuming that the meaning of conventional (non-tabular)
expressions is already known. The next sections review the essentials of the interpretation of mathematical expressions.
The basic constituents of mathematical expressions are symbols representing variables, constants and relations.
3.5.1. Variables and constants
• Variables are symbols that may be associated with (assigned) any value from a set of values.
• The set of values that may be assigned to a variable is its type (or value-type) as proposed in [27].4
• The complete set of all values that may be assigned (the union of all the value-types) is called the universe of discourse.
• Constants are symbols that are permanently associated with a single value. That valuemay belong tomore than one type.
Consequently, the constant may have more than one type.
3.5.2. Relations
• A relation is a set of ordered pairs.
• The domain of a relation, R, is the set of elements, x, such that (x, y) ∈ R.
• The range of a relation, R, is the set of elements, y, such that (x, y) ∈ R.
• If (x, y) ∈ Rwe may say that Rmaps x to y and write ‘‘R(x, y)’’.
• For some familiar relations, we use infix notation ‘‘xRy’’ (e.g. x < y).
• The expression ‘‘R(e1, e2)’’ is called an application of R.• The value-type of ‘‘R(e1, e2)’’ is the range of R.• A function is a relation in which each element of the domain maps to exactly one element of the range.
• If R is a function, and (e1, e2) ∈ R, then we may write R(e1) to denote e2.• A relation is called total if its domain includes all elements in the domain of discourse. Other relations are called partial.
• A function is a predicate if its range contains only true or false.
• The expression ‘‘R(e1, e2)’’ is a predicate expression if R is a predicate.• The function type(expression) gives the type of the variable if the expression is a single variable and the type of R if the
expression is an application, R(. . .).
In this paper, the interpretation of predicate expressions is that given in [19]. In that interpretation, all predicate
expressions describe total functions even if they include applications of partial functions. If the argument of a primitive
predicate is undefined (because a partial function is being applied outside of its domain) that predicate’s value is false.
Partial functions are of special importance in this paper because tabular expressions often contain partial functions. The
interpretation in [19] was chosen because it allows relatively compact predicate expressions and because the interpretation
of tabular expressions is simpler if every predicate expression describes a total function.
In expressions, an application of a relation, R, is treated as a predicate expression. R(x, y) is true if (x, y) ∈ R and false
otherwise.
3.5.3. Definition of relations
The symbol ‘‘def=’’ is used when defining relations. For example, f (x) def= x+ 1 defines the function f .
Relations may be defined by giving their characteristic predicate. For example,
R(x, y) def= y2 = x
defines a relation, R, which maps x to its square roots.
4 There are many other definitions of ‘‘type’’. This one works well for the purposes of this paper.
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3.6. Evaluation of conventional expressions
Expressions can be evaluated for an assignment of values to the variables that appear in it. This section defines this
process.
3.6.1. Assignments
• An assignment is a mapping from a set of variables to a set of values (which may be denoted by constants). The value
assigned to a variable must be of its type.
• An assignment is considered complete for a given expression if it assigns a value to every variable that appears in the
expression.
• An assignment, A, can be represented as A = (x1 ← vn, . . . , xn ← vn), where x1, . . . , xn are variables and each vi denotes
a value in the type of xi.
3.6.2. The evaluation function, eval
For a conventional mathematical expression that does not contain an application of eval, E, and an assignment, A, that
is complete for E, eval(E, A) is a function that maps the pair (E, A) to a value. The process of computing this value is called
evaluation. The process is the familiar one of substituting values for variables and applying functions to those values.
In this paper, we assume that the definition of eval for conventional expressions is known and extend the domain of eval
to include expressions that contain
• applications of eval,
• grids, and
• various types of tabular expressions.
3.6.3. Using eval to restrict the order of evaluation
Tabular expressions have two properties that are not usual in conventional expressions.
• Many of the functions in tabular expressions are partial for the complete domain of the function described by the
expression but are total on the subdomain where they need to be evaluated. If one attempts to evaluate partial functions
outside their domain there can be no defined result. It is best to restrict the evaluation to avoid this issue.
• During each evaluation, most of the expressions need not be evaluated at all because only a few of the grids will be
selected. By forcing the selection of the cell expressions to be evaluated to occur as early in the process as possible, we
can speed up evaluation.
As defined above, the domain of eval does not include expressions that contain applications of eval. This section extends
the domain of eval to allow nested applications of eval.
When evaluating an expression that contains an application of eval, inner applications of eval must be evaluated, and
replaced by the value obtained before evaluating outer applications of eval. In other words, the use of nested applications of
eval restricts the order of evaluation of expressions.
3.6.4. Use of eval with implicit assignments
When writing definitions intended to be valid for all assignments, e.g. in the following definition of the function f ,
(∀A, eval(f (x), A) def= eval(x, A)+ 2),
the assignment need not be mentioned and we can use evalwithout its second argument, e.g.
eval(f (x)) def= eval(x)+ 2.
3.7. Schemas and their evaluation
The meaning of a tabular expression will be defined by describing an equivalent expression of a previously defined type.
Themechanism used to describe this expression is called a schema. A schema is an expression inwhich the variables identify
the variable characteristics of expressions of the type being defined (e.g. the dimensions of the grids) and the constituents
of the tabular expression. The defining expression is derived from a tabular expression by the following.
• Replacing the variables in the schema that represent the dimensions by the actual dimensions of the tabular expression.
• Expanding the quantifiers using the limits provided by the parameter values. A universal quantifier becomes a
conjunction of terms; an existential quantifier becomes a disjunction of terms.
• Substituting the expressions that are the actual grid elements for the identifiers of those elements in the schema.
This process will produce an expression containing the functions and variables that appear in the original tabular
expression.
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4. Basic definitions for tabular expressions
This section defines the terminology and concepts that will be used throughout the remainder of this paper.
4.1. Grids
Intuitively tabular expressions consist of grids; grids are drawn as a contiguous set of cells. Each cell contains an
expression.
Formally, a grid, G, is an indexed-set (J, ES, g), where ES is a finite set of expressions (including tabular expressions), J is
any finite set and g is a function with domain J and range ES.
• If j is an element of J , either G[j] or Gj can be written to denote g(j).• {G[j1], . . . ,G[jn]} denotes a Grid Gwith {j1, . . . , jn} as its index-set.• A grid containing only predicate expressions is called a predicate grid.
• A grid containing only constants is called a constant grid.
• A grid containing only true and false is called a predicate constant grid.
• A constant grid, G, with the property
(G[a] = G[b])⇒ (a = b)
is called a unique constant grid.
4.1.1. Tabular expressions
A tabular expression, T , is an indexed-set (I,GS, t), where GS is a finite set of grids, I is a finite set and t is a function with
domain I and range GS.
• If i is an element of I , either T [i] or Ti may be used to denote the grid t(i).• {T [i1], . . . , T [in]} is a tabular expression T with {i1, . . . , in} as its index-set.• The constituents of tabular expressions are the grids and expressions that are included as well as parameters used to de-
scribe dimensions, types, and other characteristics of the grids and expressions. If no type is specified, any type is allowed.
The cardinal number of the set being indexed may be less than that of the index set. This means that, in a grid, more
than one index may reference an expression, and in a tabular expression, more than one index may reference a grid. When
this happens the grid or tabular expression may appear to contain duplicates; however, in our treatment, they are the same
expression or grid, not duplicates.5
4.2. Evaluation of grids
For a grid, G, and assignment, A, that is complete for every expression in G, the function eval(G, A)maps (G, A) to a grid
G′ such that
(IndexSet(G′) = IndexSet(G)) ∧ (∀i, i ∈ IndexSet(G)→ G′[i] = eval(G[i], A)).
4.3. Properness
Intuitively, a predicate grid, G, is proper for a predicate C if, for every assignment of values to its variables that satisfies
C , exactly one predicate in G is satisfied.
More formally, for a grid, G = (J, ES, g),
Proper (G, C) def= C ⇒ (∃j, j ∈ J ∧ G[j] ∧ (∀k, k ∈ J → ((G[j] ∧ G[k])→ k = j))).
We write ‘‘Proper(G)’’ as a shorthand for ‘‘Proper(G, true)’’. Informally, in this case we may say ‘‘G is proper’’.
Althoughmost of the examples in this paper require certain grids to be proper, this is a property of the examples; it is not
forced by the method. In practice, requiring a grid to be proper helps to avoid inconsistency in tabular expressions. Often,
there is no theoretical need to require grids to be proper, but there are practical advantages if we impose that restriction.
4.4. Selecting expressions in a predicate constant grid
If PCG denotes the set of predicate constant grids, select is a relation defined by
select def= {(G, i)|G ∈ PCG ∧ G[i] = true}.
When select is applied to proper predicate constant grids, it is a function andwe canwrite ‘‘select(G)’’ to denote the index
of the only element of G that is true.
5 The implications of these definitions are important for tool builders. If the tools implement the model precisely, as we think they should, then when
one of the ‘‘duplicates’’ is altered, all change. A practical tool would query the user, e.g., ‘‘Do you want to create a new expression or change all of the
instances of this expression in this grid?’’
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Fig. 1. Informal function description.
Table 1
Normal function table.
y<0
x<0
y=0
x=0
y>0
x>0
x+y
x+y
x+y x2-y2
x2-y2 x2-y2
x2+y2x2+y2
x2+y2
T0
T1
T2
4.5. Identifying a subgrid in a grid
For a grid, G = (J, ES, g), and an arbitrary set, S,
subgrid(G, S) def= (S ∩ J, {e | (∃j, (j ∈ S ∩ J) ∧ G[j] = e)}, {(j, e)|(j ∈ S ∩ J) ∧ G[j] = e}).
In words, subgrid(G, S) is a grid with
• an index set that is the intersection of the index set of Gwith S,
• a set of expressions that is the subset of the expressions of G that have indices in S, and
• a mapping function that is the mapping function of G restricted to S ∩ J .
5. An informal introductory example: ‘‘Normal Function Table’’
This section illustrates how to define themeaning of a tabular expression.We use one of themost useful forms of tabular
expressions, known as a Normal Function Table. Table 1 is an example of a Normal Function Table.
We call this type of table ‘‘normal’’ because it is commonly used. For example, state transition tables,which are ubiquitous
in computer science, are usually of this type.
Table 1 describes the function f (x, y), which can be described informally by Fig. 1.6
We begin by describing the constituent parts of this type of expression.
5.1. Constituents
integer: n
{integer: Li|1 ≤ i ≤ n}
grid: T [0], index-set= {1, . . . , L1} × · · · × {1, . . . , Ln}
{predicate grid: T [i], index-set= {1, . . . , Li}|1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
The parameter ‘‘n’’ is the number of dimensions of T0. It is always one less than the number of grids (T0 . . . Tn). The Li
parameters give the dimensions of T0 as well as the lengths of the one-dimensional grids, T1 . . . Tn. In the example, n is 2,
the grids are T0, T1 and T2. T0 is a 3× 3 grid and both grids T1 and T2 have three elements.
After declaring the constituents, we describe the conditions that the actual constituents must satisfy.
5.2. Restrictions
The following restrictions apply in addition to those implied by the declarations.
• The number of grids in T , n+ 1, must be at least 2.
• The lengths of grids T [1], . . . , T [n]must be positive.
• Grids T [1], . . . , T [n], must be proper.
5.3. Evaluation
A normal function table, T , represents a function that can be evaluated for an assignment, A, in two steps:
• choose j1, j2, . . . , jn such that for all i (0 < i ≤ n) T [i][ji] evaluates to true for A,• evaluate T [0][j1, j2, . . . , jn] for the assignment A to compute the value of T .
6 The ‘‘big bracket’’ notation is intuitive and occasionally used. However, we have not seen it defined formally. In addition to the obvious question about
the meaning of the spatial arrangement, we do not know if the conditions on the right have to be mutually exclusive, what the value of f (x, y)would be if
none of the conditions apply or if two of the conditions apply.
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In other words, the value of this expression for an assignment A is the value of
T [0][select(eval(T [1], A)), . . . , select(eval(T [n], A))].
Since this is valid for any assignment that is complete for T , we need not mention A, and will write
T [0][select(eval(T [1])), . . . , select(eval(T [n]))].
In this expression, eval is used to indicate that we must first evaluate the predicate grids and then select the expression
in T [0] to be evaluated rather than evaluate all expressions of T [0] and then select one of the values. Since we may have
partial functions in the expressions, it may not always be possible to evaluate all expressions in T [0] for every assignment.
However, because predicates in the logic used are always total, we can evaluate any predicate grid for any assignment.
A more formal definition of this table type is given in Section 7.
6. A general mathematical model of tabular expressions
This section presents a general method for defining the meaning of tabular expressions. The example in Section 5
illustrates the essence of this method.
Tabular expressions are classified into table-types. The type of a tabular expression must be stated whenever it is
presented because two tabular expressionsmay be identical except for their type but have different meanings. Themeaning
of a tabular expression is defined only if it is declared to be of a previously defined expression type.
A tabular expression type is defined by
• declarations describing the constituents of the expression,
• a restriction schema,
• one (or more) evaluation schema(s), and
• definitions of any auxiliary functions that are applied in the schemas.
Each such definition extends the domain of eval to include the newly defined type of expression.
6.1. Restriction schema
The restriction schema for a tabular expression type is a predicate schema that can be used to obtain a restriction predicate
for a specific tabular expression of that type, as explained earlier. A tabular expression can only be evaluated if it satisfies
its restriction predicate.
Some restrictions can be expressed implicitly in the declarations that describe the constituents. For example, if the same
parameter is used to give the length of two grids, this implies that the two grids must have the same length. Those that
depend on the expressions in the grids or the values of variables must be described in the restriction schema.
When the constituents are declared, the declaration of a constituent may include a value type; if a type is declared, all
instances of that constituent must be of the specified type. A restriction schema may specify additional restrictions on the
types of the constituents.
If a dimension is fixed for all tables of that type, the size should be specified in the constituent declarations; otherwise,
those declarations must include a parameter that represents that dimension so that restrictions on the values of those
dimensions can be given in the restriction schema.
A tabular expression that is valid for its type represents a relation. The relation is called the interpretation of the tabular
expression. If the type of a tabular expression has not been declared, or if the expression is not valid for its stated type, it is
called uninterpreted.
Often, parts of the restriction expression can be evaluated independently of any assignment of values. If this is the case,
evaluation of those sub-expressions need not be repeated for each assignment. Consequently, it is useful to separate the
restriction schema into two parts, one that is independent of the assignment (such as the dimensions of grids in a table),
and onewhose valuemay depend on the values of the variables in the expression.7 The assignment-independent conditions
can be checkedwhile an expression is constructed to provide userswith immediate feedbackwhen they err; other conditions
can only be checked during evaluation.
6.2. Evaluation schema
The evaluation schema of a tabular expression can be evaluated for a specific valid expression to yield an conventional
expression known as the evaluation-term. Evaluation of the evaluation term for a given assignment of values to its variables
yields the value of the tabular expression for that assignment.
7 We are grateful to Dennis Peters for suggesting this.
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Table 2
Example of Inverted Table.
A table-type may have several evaluation schemas; this allows a table of that type to represent several relations. If this
is done, any use of the expression must specify which of the available evaluation schema is to be used.
When representing a relation that is not known to be a function, it is often best to interpret the table as a predicate on a
set of ordered pairs such that the predicate evaluates to true if and only if the argument is in the relation (the characteristic
predicate of the relation).
7. Definitions of previously used types of tabular expressions
This section defines the meaning of the table-types introduced in [1,18].
7.1. ‘‘Normal’’ function tables
Normal function tables have been the most frequently used tables in requirements documents such as those described
in [6–9].
7.1.1. Constituents
integer: n
{integer: Li|1 ≤ i ≤ n}
grid: T [0], index-set= {1, . . . , L1} × · · · × {1, . . . , Ln}
{predicate grid: T [i], index-set= {1, . . . , Li}|1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
7.1.2. Auxiliary functions
Proper and select are defined in Section 4.
7.1.3. Restriction schema
(n > 0) ∧
(∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n→ Li > 0) ∧
(∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n→ Proper(T [i])).
7.1.4. Evaluation schema for an assignment that is complete for T
T0[select(eval(T1)), . . . , select(eval(Tn))].
7.2. Inverted tables
Table 2 is an example of an Inverted Table. Grids T0 and T1 contain predicate expressions and the value expressions are
in T2. To use this table, one uses T1 to select a row in T0 and then uses that row to select a column in T2 for evaluation.
7.2.1. Constituents
integer: n, {integer Li|1 ≤ i ≤ n}
predicate grid: T0, index-set= {1, . . . , L1} × · · · × {1, . . . , Ln}
{predicate grid: Ti, index-set= {1, . . . , Li}|1 ≤ i < n}
grid: Tn, index-set= {1, . . . , Ln}.
7.2.2. Auxiliary functions
Proper, subgrid and select are defined in Section 4.
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Table 3a
Example of tuple table.
Table 3b
Alternate format for tuple table.
7.2.3. Restriction schema
n > 1 ∧
(∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n→ Li > 0) ∧
(∀i, 1 ≤ i < n→ Proper(Ti)) ∧
(∀i, i ∈ {1, . . . , L1} × · · · × {1, . . . , Ln−1} → Proper(subgrid(T0, {i, j|j ∈ {1, . . . , Ln}}))).
7.2.4. Evaluation schema for an assignment that is complete for T
Tn[select(eval(subgrid(T0, {(select(eval(T1)), . . . , select(eval(Tn−1)), j)|j ∈ {1, . . . , Ln}})))].
7.3. Tuple tables
Tuple tables are useful for describing relations in which the elements of the range are n-tuples of values. Grid T1 is used
to select a column. The entries in T0 are predicates that characterize the set of acceptable values of the tuple. The rows are
not considered individually; included tuples must satisfy all the predicates. In Table 3a the tuples are named ‘‘@’’ and the
ith element of the tuple is denoted ‘‘@i’’.
We have used these tables primarily as program function tables [21]. In that application, the elements of the tuples are
the values of program variables; for readability, we put the name of the variable in an additional grid to the left of T0 and
use the variable’s name instead of ‘‘@i’’. This is illustrated in Table 3b.
In these tables, n is the horizontal dimension and p is the vertical dimension of themain grid. In this example, both values
are 3. The object on the left is not one of the grids but a part of the drawing intended to help the reader.
7.3.1. Constituents
integer: n, p
predicate grid: T0, index-set= {1, . . . , p} × {1, . . . , n}
predicate grid: T1, index-set= {1, . . . , n}.
7.3.2. Auxiliary functions
Proper and select are defined in Section 4.
7.3.3. Restriction schema
n > 0 ∧
p > 0 ∧
Proper(T1)
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Table 4a
Example of a classic decision table .
Table 4b
Example of generalized decision table.
In most applications the ith element (@i) would be mentioned only in the ith row. In other cases, the ith element is only
mentioned in rows with an index equal to i or higher. These restrictions canmake it easier to find possible values but do not
guarantee the existence of a solution.
7.3.4. Evaluation schema for an assignment that is complete for T
(@1,@2, . . .@p)|
T0[1, select(eval(T1))] ∧ T0[2, select(eval(T1))] ∧ · · · ∧ T0[p, select(eval(T [1]))]
7.4. Generalized decision tables
Decision tables have been used in connection with software for many decades. They are often a good way for
programmers to organize their thoughts. They have also been used as a programming language.
Table 4a is a simple example of one of the many forms of decision tables that have been used by software developers. In
such tables the left-hand grid lists conditions to be considered. The top grid contains ‘‘actions’’ to be performed. The main
grid enumerates all the possible combinations of conditions that can occur. The interpreter checks the conditions, matches
the results to the table and picks a column; it then carries out the actions in that column of the top row. This form of table
makes it easy for an analyst to check that all conditions have been covered and then think about one case at a time.
The decision tables described in this paper are a generalization of older decision tables. We eliminate the condition grid
and instead place arbitrary predicate expressions in the cells of the main grid. This often allows the same function to be
described by a smaller table. Table 4b describes the same function as Table 4a.
Many forms of decision tables and algorithms to convert between them are detailed in [4].
Table 4b describes a real-valued function from a domain comprising triples of the form ((V1, V2, V3), x, y); all elements
are real. The value of (V1, V2, V3) is used to select the column in T0 where all elements evaluate to true. The expression above
the same column in T1 is the one to be evaluated to get the value of the function. For example, if V1 is 3 and V2 is 5, select
column 1 and then evaluate x+ 1 to get the expression’s value.
In this example, n is the number of rows and p is the number of columns in the main grid. The value of n is 3; the value
of p is 5.
7.4.1. Constituents
integer: n, p
predicate grid: T0, index-set= {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , p}
grid: T1, index-set= {1, . . . , n}.
7.4.2. Auxiliary functions
The auxiliary function ‘‘con’’ maps a two-dimensional predicate grid to a one-dimensional predicate grid. Each cell of
the one-dimensional grid contains the conjunction of the expressions in the corresponding column of the two-dimensional
grid.
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con: predicategrid: index-set = {1, . . . , L} × {1, . . . ,M}
→ predicategrid: index-set = {1, . . . ,M}
con(G) def= predicate grid |
IndexSet(con(G)) = {1, . . . ,M} ∧
(∀j, j ∈ {1, . . . ,M} → con(G)[i] = (∀i, (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , L} × {1, . . . ,M},G[i, j])).
Proper and select are defined in Section 4.
7.4.3. Restriction schema
n > 0 ∧ p > 0 ∧ Proper(con(T0)).
7.4.4. Evaluation schema for an assignment that is complete for T
T1[select(eval(con(T0)))].
8. Definitions of some new types of tabular expressions
In this section we define some new types of tabular expressions using the new model. The examples are intended to
illustrate the generality of our approach but the table-types introduced in this section are of interest on their own. They
show how tabular expressions can provide both an intuitive display of information and the mathematical precision needed
for machine evaluation.
8.1. Tables that use redundant header grids to define several functions
Table 5 is an example of a tabular expression in which some of the information in headers is redundant. These are
convenient when different users may have differing data and want to use the table in different ways. This example is a
chart intended to help people to estimate their physical condition using the ‘‘Body Mass Index’’, People may use this display
with either Imperial or Metric measures (or a combination).
Table 5 illustrates two things that can be done with tabular expressions.
• We can treat charts designed for human beings precisely using themathematical model of tabular expressions presented
in this paper. Although it has a ‘‘user-friendly’’ colour coded format, this chart is a mathematical expression. The colours
are constant values of an enumerated type. The functions defined by this expression map an input to a string (a weight
class) by way of a colour code.
• A single tabular expression can define several functions. T0, the main grid, can be used with any combination of one
vertical grid and one horizontal grid to define four functions, thereby catering to both thosewho prefer themetric system
and those who prefer the Imperial system or a hybrid system.
The four functions defined by Table 5 are:
• S(2,1) maps from (height in inches, weight in lb) to a weight class.
• S(2,3) maps from (height in inches, weight in kg) to a weight class.
• S(4,1) maps from (height in meters, weight in lb) to a weight class.
• S(4,3) maps from (height in meters, weight in kg) to a weight class.
The astute reader will note that the assessment received will be a function of which units are used because the
conversions are not exact. This is a decision by the chart makers tomake the chart easier to use. Themathematical definition
will give exactly the meaning of the chart. Note too that the function is not total.
We could also define four functions that map to the colour code and omit T5 and T6.
Below, we define the meaning of this type of tabular expression.
8.1.1. Constituents
integer h, w, c
grid: T0, index-set= {1, . . . , h} × {1, . . . , w}
predicate grid: T1, T3 index-set= {1, . . . , w}
predicate grid: T2, T4, index-set= {1, . . . , h}
unique constant grid: T5, index-set= {1, . . . , c}
string constant grid: T6, index-set= {1, . . . , c}.
In the above example, h is 6 andw 11. The number of colours, c , is 7.
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Table 5
Example of a tabular expression with redundant headers.
8.1.2. Auxiliary functions
If G∗ denotes the set of constant grids, selectEq is a relation defined by
selectEq(a) def= {(G, x)|G ∈ G∗ ∧ G[x] = a}.
SelectEq is usually applied to unique constant grids; for such grids, it is a function and we can write ‘‘selectEq(G, a)’’ to
denote the index of the only element of G that is equal to the value of the argument, a. Note that selectEq is a partial function
as it is undefined if the second argument cannot be found in G.
Proper and select are defined in Section 4.
8.1.3. Restriction schema
(∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4→ Proper(Ti))).
8.1.4. Evaluation schemas S(i, j)
For any i ∈ {2, 4}, j ∈ {1, 3} and any assignment that is complete for T ,
T6[selectEq(T5, T0[select(eval(Ti)), select(eval(Tj))])].
8.2. Circular tables
It is sometimes useful to display a tabular expression as a set of concentric circles as illustrated in Table 6a.
8.2.1. Example of circular table
Table 6a comprises eight grids {T0, T1, T2,1, T2,2, T3,1,1, T3,1,2, T3,2,1, T3,2,2}.8 Grid T1 is the innermost circle containing two
predicate expressions. Grids T1, T2,1, T2,2, T3,1,1, T3,1,2, and T3,2,2 each have two predicate expressions but T3,2,1, has three.
The outermost circle is T0; its indices are triples as follows.
• The first component of each index of T0 is an index of T1.• The second component is an index of T2,i.• The third component is an index of T3,i,j.
8 In the drawing, dark lines separate grids, lighter lines separate expressions (cells) within a grid.
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Table 6a
Example of a circular table.
Table 6b
An alternative drawing of Table 6a.
Grid T0 contains expressions of any type.
Circular tables of this type can also be drawn as illustrated in Table 6b. Although the two representations have the same
meaning, there is often a reason to prefer one over the other. In cases where adjacency is meaningful and the first column
should be considered adjacent to the last column, we may prefer the circular representation. In other cases, the expression
may be about a physical situation where the rectangular form is more meaningful to the user.
We define the meaning of these tabular expressions as follows.
8.2.2. Constituents
integer: n9
grid T0
predicate grid indexed-set TT
8.2.3. Auxiliary functions
Proper and select are defined in Section 4.
9 In the example, n (one less than the number of levels) is 3.
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8.2.4. Restriction schema10
n > 0 ∧ 1 ∈ IndexSet(TT ) ∧
(∀i, k, s1, . . . , sk, ((i, s1, . . . , sk) ∈ IndexSet(TT ))→ (integer(i) ∧ i > 0 ∧ i 5 n ∧ k = i− 1)) ∧
(∀i, x, s1, . . . , si−1, (i > 0 ∧ i < n ∧ ((i, s1, . . . , si−1) ∈ IndexSet(TT )) ∧
x ∈ IndexSet(T [i, s1, . . . , si−1]))↔ ((i+ 1, s1, . . . , si−1, x) ∈ IndexSet(TT ))) ∧
(∀i, s1, . . . , sn, ((n, s1, . . . , sn) ∈ IndexSet(TT ) ∧ i ∈ IndexSet(T [n, s1, . . . , sn])↔
(s1, . . . , sn, i) ∈ IndexSet(T0))) ∧
Proper(T1) ∧ (∀i, s1, . . . , si−1, ((i, s1, . . . , si−1) ∈ IndexSet(TT ))→
Proper(T [i, s1, . . . , si−1], T [i− 1, s1, . . . , si−2][si−1])).
8.2.5. Evaluation schema for an assignment that is complete for T
We define an indexed set of expressions, Si, by
S1 = select(eval(T1))
S2 = select(eval(T [2, S1]))
S3 = select(eval(T [3, S1, S2]))
· · ·
Sn = select(eval(T [n, S1, S2, S3, . . . , Sn−1])).
The evaluation schema is
T0[S1, S2, . . . , Sn].
8.3. Locator tables
Locator tables are a simple form of tabular expression that is useful for representing functions that are based on a picture,
plan map or other drawing.
8.3.1. Example of a locator table
Table 7 is an example of a locator table. Fig. 2 displays the indexing for Table 7. The dark lines display a single predicate
grid. In Table 7, the grid is displayed superimposed over a seating chart for a theatre. Each cell should contain a predicate that
characterizes the set of seats that are included in that cell. The index set could be a set of seat characterizations such as ‘‘LB
(left balcony)’’. One index and cell should be reserved for seat numbers that do not exist (OUT). The function represented by
this table maps from a seat number to a description of the seat’s location and maps everything else to a descriptor meaning
‘‘out of this hall’’.
In general, a locator table, T , consists of one predicate grid, T0, which may be drawn arbitrarily and can have an arbitrary
index set.
8.3.2. Constituents
Predicate Grid: T011
8.3.3. Auxiliary functions
Proper and select are defined in Section 4.
8.3.4. Restriction schema
Proper(T0).
8.3.5. Evaluation schema for an assignment that is complete for T
select(eval(T0)).
10 The restriction asserts that there is at least one predicate grid (with index= 1), describes the form of each index, establishes the ring structure in the
grid indices, constrains the index set of T0 and asserts that each predicate grid will be proper.
11 We do not specify the index set; any finite set can be used.
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Table 7
Example of a locator table.
Fig. 2. Indexing of grids as drawn in Table 7.
8.3.6. Application and drawing
Usually, locator tables would be used to classify data by locating them on some graphic. The expressions in the grid must
be predicates that are true if the data are in a designated class.
For example, the table could be superimposed on a map and the input would identify a location using latitude and
longitude. Each cell in the grid would correspond to an electoral district, and the index would be the name of the district. In
this type of table, it is easy to see the importance of separating the drawing from the mathematical semantics.
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9. Tool support using the model described in this paper
Tabular expressions have been found to be useful without specialized tool support. However, their usefulness can be
greatly enhanced, and their cost reduced, by tools that make it easier to construct, check, and format them. Their value
would be even higher with semantics-based tools that could be used in the inspection and testing of designs and programs.
Preparation of these expressions using general-purpose documentation systems is time consuming and error prone. For
example, with current systems, errors are often introduced while trying to format an expression (e.g. determine the sizes of
grid elements). Further, the expression is not easily converted to a format suitable for processing by existing mathematical
tools. If the conversion to conventional format is done by hand, errors are likely to be introduced during what is often an
exacting and time-consuming process.
When the expressions are used to specify and describe programs, their mathematical precisionmakes it possible to build
tools that can compare the behaviour described in the documents with the behaviour of the software that it purportedly
describes. Any discrepancies revealed by these tools may be caused by defects in the program or by errors in the document
or by both; when these are corrected, the quality of both the software and its documentation is improved.
The semantic definitions given in this paper provide a direct way to export expressions in a form that can be processed by
tools designed to work with conventional mathematical expressions. A new generation of support tools for users of tabular
expressions could easily use conventional computerized mathematics systems as a starting point.
We propose a tool system based on a kernel that stores mathematical expressionswithout interpretation. If the primitive
expressions in the tabular expressions are conventional ones, an existing computer algebra or theorem prover system could
provide the basis for such a kernel. The tools discussed belowwould use the kernel for storing and exchanging all expressions
(both tabular and conventional). The first attempt to use this approach was described in [24], and in CRL Reports 339 and
340 [38].12
9.1. Expression type definition
With Parnas’ first approach to defining the meaning of tabular expressions [18], separate tools would have been needed
for each type of expression. The approach given in this paper allows a single tool to accept the component descriptions,
restriction schema, and evaluation schema from a type definition and use them to export expressions to conventional tools
for both evaluation and checking.
9.2. Expression input
There are many different views about how best to input mathematical expressions to computer systems. This is attested
to by the huge diversity that we find in tools developed for this purpose. Each approach has devoted fans and contemptuous
critics. The fact is that we differ greatly in how we think of, and compose, such expressions; there is no tool that will please
everyone.
For tabular expressions, which we believe should be widely used, we must accept this diversity. Luckily, there is some
agreement on interchange formats or abstractions for conventional mathematics. Using the approach in this paper, we can
envision an input tool that allows a user to ‘‘sketch’’ an empty grid and then ‘‘drag’’ expressions that were produced by
other tools into the cells. Various approaches have been described by Kowalik (McMaster SQRL Report 4 [40]), Li (CRL Report
330 [38]) and Vulanovic and von Mohrenschildt (CRL Report 352 [38]).
Since the new model permits tabular expressions with arbitrary formats, it might seem more difficult to build an input
tool. We have conceived a simple scheme. A user can draw grids with one of the drawing tools that have now become
commonplace. If the grid is not regular, indices can be manually inserted in each cell. Expressions created with any of the
popular input tools for mathematical formulae can then be ‘‘dragged’’ to the appropriate cells. The same approach can be
taken at the table level. The table can be sketched and the indexed grids ‘‘dragged’’ into place. If the grid has rows and
columns, the user can specify an index pattern and the indexing can be automated.
9.3. Expression presentation (output)
The way to display a mathematical expression on paper or on a screen is also an issue about which there are widely
differing preferences. A layout that seems good to one author may seem ugly to others. The problem is exacerbated when
displaying tabular expressions because the expressions to be displayedmust share certain properties such as row-height and
column-width. A layout thatmakes one expression easy to readmaymake another unreadable.Moreover,with conventional
tools, changes meant only to adjust the format may cause problems that change the meaning of an expression.
To avoid introducing mathematical errors in the formatting process, we favour separating input tools from output
tools. Format decisions made when finding a good presentation of an expression must leave the mathematical structure
unchanged. Input decisions are best made without the distraction caused by concern with the appearance.
12 These reports are available on the web. URLs are given in the references.
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Formatting tabular expressions is an interesting application for a variety of optimization techniques, some of which have
been applied to graph drawing. For unusual formats we can use a semi-automated process like that proposed for input. The
user can sketch the layout and adjust it after the expressions have been inserted.
Earlier work on automated presentation of tabular expressions was done by Wang; see SERG Report 375 [39].
9.4. Expression checking
When we create a formula in a programming language, compilers and other tools can detect syntax violations and type
mismatch. When using a word-processor, we get no such support. Moreover, when preparing tabular expressions, there are
restrictions that a word-processing system cannot possibly enforce.
Using semantic definitions in the style used in this paper, it is possible to check tabular expressions to make sure that
the restrictions are not violated. These tools should also check individual expressions using conventional techniques.
Some of the checking can be done before the assignment of values to variables using theorem-proving techniques. When
theorem proving fails, we can check the restrictions after values are assigned to the variables and before the expression is
evaluated. Early work on this topic was described by Jing; see SERG Report 384 [39].
9.5. Expression evaluation
There are many tools for evaluating conventional expressions. These should be extended to handle tabular expressions.
The definitions shown in this paper show how to translate a tabular expression into a conventional expression that can be
evaluated with existing tools. Work on this topic is described by Abraham in CRL Report 346 [38]. This work was based on
the work of Peters described in [29].
9.6. Expression simplification
One of themost important applications of computerized algebra systems has been the simplification of expressions. This
can be extended to tabular expressions
• by simplifying the component expressions,
• by using the type definitions to reorganize the grids in ways that preserve the meaning, and
• by simplifying the equivalent conventional expression and then converting back to the tabular form.
Work on simplification of tabular expressions was done by Rastogi and is described in CRL Report 360 [38].
9.7. Expression conversion
Using the type definitions, it is possible to ‘‘translate’’ an expression of one type to an equivalent expression of another
type. We have found this to be useful in complex applications because the table-type most useful for collecting information
is often not the best type of table for presenting that information. Work on this is described by Shen and Zucker in [31,32].
9.8. Expression equivalence
Two tabular expressions can look quite different but represent the same relation. By reducing both expressions to a
canonical form, we can confirm their equivalence. Using the approach presented in this paper, we may be able to apply
work on equivalence of conventional expressions.
9.9. Relation composition
Given two conventional expressions representing relations, an expression representing the composition of those
relations can be constructed by substitution and simplification. If we extend this to tabular expressions, we have a basis for
programverification tools. In otherwords, ifwehave a tool to compute the tabular expression that describes the composition
of the functions described by two tabular expression, we can compute the program function of the programA;B from tabular
expressions describing the functions of A and B. Work on this topic done by Tyson can be found in CRL Report 364 [38].
9.10. Documentation-based testing tools
Tabular expressions that represent the specification of a program’s behaviour can be used
• to generate test cases for that program,
• to evaluate test coverage for that program, and
• to generate an ‘‘oracle’’ for that program.
Early work on this topic is presented in [29], [Abraham, R, F. CRL Report 267, CRL Report 268], [38], [Woit, D.M., CRL
Report 281], [38], [Li, ChunMing, CRL Report 337] [38], and [Shilei Liu, SQRL Report No. 23] [40].
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9.11. Documentation-based inspection tools
Precise documentation is essential for the very effective program inspection method described in [17,20]. However, the
effectiveness of these method comes from a divide-and-conquer approach that requires many documents describing small
program components and reporting on the inspection of those components. Tools that manage this collection of documents
can greatly reduce the cost of inspections while increasing their effectiveness. Early work on this type of support tool done
by Wang can be found in CRL Report 297 [38].
10. Comparison with previous work
Tabular expressions arose in practical applications and their early use was ad hoc [8]; there was no precise definition of
theirmeaning. Further, tabular expressionswere given application-specific definitions. For example, the tabular expressions
used in the early requirements work [8,9] were different from those used to describe program functions in [20,21], and both
were different from the tabular expressions used for module interface specifications in [25,26].
However, in all of these applications, tabular expressions were being used to describe functions and relations; in
some later work, including this paper, it is recognized that there is no need to tie the format of the expressions to the
applications. The types of tables, and the method of defining their meaning presented in this paper, are suitable for all of
these applications; the method allows any type of tabular expression to be used in any software design document and in
any place where complex mathematical expressions should be presented in a readable way.
All of the earlier approaches were based on the assumption that a tabular expression consists of an multi-dimensional
layout of rectangular grids. Almost all of the attention was given to two-dimensional tables. In all of these models, the
definitions refer implicitly to the physical layout of the grids and the expressions within a grid.
The first paper to propose a formal definition of the meaning of tabular expressions was [18]; it dealt with ten specific
types of tabular expressions and provided a separate definition for each type. Generally, a relational semantics was given to
each element of the main grid and the meaning of the tabular expression was composed from those relations. All of these
table-types used rectangular grids and the definition referred to the layout of those grids.
Janicki [11–13] observed that the table-types introduced in [18] had much in common and proposed a generalized
definition of some types of tables using the concepts of cell connection graph, table predicate rule and table relation rule.
These provided a data-flow view that showed how an expression could be evaluated. Janicki’s work showed that a single
model could be used to define many types of tabular expressions. However, he did not define vector and decision tables, as
well as some of the types of tabular expressions that had been used in [8].
Working with both Janicki and Parnas, Abraham identified limitations of this model presented in [12]. In [1], Abraham
extended Janicki’smodelwith amapping from cells to expressions. Hermethod for storing semantic information introduced
labels for identifying four different types of tables: normal, inverted, vector and decision. Starting from this model and the
work of Peters [28], she developed a generalized evaluator/code-generator that produced output values for given input data.
Her tool was restricted to tabular expressions that define a function.
In both Janicki’s and Abraham’s work, the definition of tabular expressions relies on the use of a diagram and formulae
whose meanings were intuitive but not precisely defined. The SERG Table Tool System (TTS) [33] was developed by Peters
and Parnas and other colleagues and students atMcMaster University based on the Janicki/Abraham/Peters approach; it was
Abraham’s implementation that revealed limitations in that model [1].
Zucker [36,37] suggested a formalization, based on symbolic logic, which served as the basis for developing algorithms
for transforming tabular expressions of one type to equivalent tabular expressions of a different type. These algorithms
were implemented and documented by Hong Shen [37]. One of the contributions of Zucker’s work was an extension of the
meaning of tables to dimensions greater than two that was different from that of Parnas [18]. Zucker’s definition was more
consistent with intuition than Parnas’ approach and is the one that we now prefer.
Desharnais, Khedri and Mili [3] proposed interpreting tables using relation algebraic operations mixed with array
reduction operations.
Kahl [15] developed a compositional view of table syntax, indicatingwhat the simplest tables are and howmore complex
tables can be built from simpler tables. Kahl then provided compositional semantics basing on compositional syntax of
tables, which is simple and flexible for reasoning about tables and table transformations. A table could be constructed from
single-cell grid and headers by adding a header operator and a table concatenation operator. Functions mapping tables to
values are defined by using structural induction over the structure of tables (this is called a ‘‘table folding function’’). Table
folding is a way to perform calculations on the first-dimension structure of a table. The semantics of a table is defined as a
table evaluation structure, an extension of table folding, which allows evaluation of thewhole table in full depth. This results
in a formulae that the table represents.
Many of the table-types used in [8,18] and the new types introduced in this paper do not fit these models. Moreover,
because they do not describe an equivalent conventional expression, they do not help tool builders to build on the many
available tools that use those expressions.
Those who want a more detailed understanding of any of these earlier methods are advised to study the references
provided below.
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11. Conclusions
At its inception, research on the use of tabular expressions was motivated by the problem of producing precise but
readable reference documentation for software systems. In this area it has proven useful for requirements [8,9], module
interface documentation [2,30], and program documentation [19–21]. However, the examples in this paper show that there
are many different applications for this notation. Tabular expressions provide a way to get the precision and tool support
made possible by mathematics, while retaining the readability needed for human understanding and for avoiding errors.
This model has some clear advantages both in generality and suitability to be the basis for practical tools. Because the
meaning of tabular expressions is given in terms of conventional mathematical expressions, a new generation of tools could
be based on thismodel and built by using or extending existing tools such as computer algebra systems and theoremprovers.
It is time for thosewho are accomplished builders of such tools to adopt thismodel as a basis for a new generation of support
tools.
This paper defines the value of an individual grid. If we were to allow the expressions in individual cells to refer to the
values of other cells in the same tabular expression, we would have an interesting generalization of today’s spreadsheets.
This is outside the scope of this paper but worthy of future study.
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